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Abstract— In cellular-connected unmanned aerial vehi-1

cle (UAV) network, a minimization problem on the weighted2

sum of time cost and expected outage duration is considered.3

Taking advantage of UAV’s adjustable mobility, a UAV nav-4

igation approach is formulated to achieve the aforementioned5

optimization goal. Conventional offline optimization techniques6

suffer from inefficiency in accomplishing the formulated UAV7

navigation task due to the practical consideration of local8

building distribution and directional antenna radiation pattern.9

Alternatively, after mapping the navigation task into a Markov10

decision process (MDP), a deep reinforcement learning (DRL)-11

aided solution is proposed to help the UAV find the optimal12

flying direction within each time slot, and thus the designed13

trajectory towards the destination can be generated. To help14

the DRL agent commit a better trade-off between sampling15

priority and diversity, a novel quantum-inspired experience16

replay (QiER) framework is proposed, via relating experienced17

transition’s importance to its associated quantum bit (qubit)18

and applying Grover iteration based amplitude amplification19

technique. Compared to several representative DRL-related and20

non-learning baselines, the effectiveness and supremacy of the21

proposed DRL-QiER solution are demonstrated and validated in22

numerical results.23

Index Terms— Drone, trajectory design, deep reinforcement24

learning, quantum-inspired experience replay.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

W ITH flexible mobility, low cost and on-demand deploy-27

ment, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been28

widely used in civilian scenarios, e.g., building safety29

inspections, disaster management, material transport and aerial30

photography [2]–[4]. In practice, simple point-to-point (P2P)31

wireless links over unlicensed spectrum are commonly utilized32

to support the communications between UAVs and ground33
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nodes, leading to constrained communication performance [4]. 34

To further enhance wireless transmission qualities between 35

UAVs and ground transceivers, cellular-connected UAV tech- 36

nique is deemed as a promising solution, via adopting 37

widely-existing terrestrial base stations (BSs) to help establish 38

high-quality ground-to-air (G2A) transmission links [5]–[7]. 39

With the help of today’s mature cellular networks and authen- 40

tication mechanisms, cellular-connected UAV can help achieve 41

better reliability, security and transmission throughput for G2A 42

communications. Besides, cellular-connected UAV solution is 43

significantly cost-effective because no dedicated infrastruc- 44

tures for supporting G2A communications are needed to 45

construct and worldwide cellular BSs can be reused to aid 46

G2A transmissions. 47

Current cellular networks are genuinely established for 48

serving user equipments on the ground, via downtilting the 49

main lobe of BS’s antenna towards the earth. This char- 50

acteristic can enhance cellular coverage facing the ground 51

but the quality of cellular-aided G2A transmissions cannot 52

be guaranteed in general [5]. To investigate wireless cover- 53

age support of current cellular network for UAVs, Lyu and 54

Zhang [8] proposed a novel analytical framework for char- 55

acterizing G2A uplink/downlink transmissions, where down- 56

tilted vertically-directional radiation pattern of BS’s antenna 57

is taken into account. Besides, more severe inter-cell inter- 58

ferences (ICIs) introduced by line-of-sight (LoS)-dominated 59

G2A links can further deteriorate the aerial coverage issue, 60

compared to terrestrial communication scenario where non 61

line-of-sight (NLoS) channels are most likely experienced [9]. 62

Fortunately, the controllable mobility feature of UAV makes it 63

possible to tackle the aforementioned aerial coverage obstacles 64

via UAV trajectory planning, either by on-board algorithms 65

or remote pilots. The UAV navigation approach takes advan- 66

tage of an extra degree of freedom, i.e., UAV’s mobility, 67

to realize aerial coverage enhancement and thus poses less 68

or even no requirements on reconstruction of existing cellu- 69

lar infrastructures. Zhang et al. [7] studied cellular-connected 70

UAV’s mission completion time minimization problem via 71

invoking graph theory and convex optimization to design 72

the optimal flying trajectory from an initial location to a 73

destination, subject to connectivity constraint of the G2A link. 74

Zhan and Zeng [10] maximized data uploading throughput 75

for cellular-connected UAV under constraints of energy cost 76

and minimum transmission rate threshold, via path planning 77

with the help of successive convex approximation (SCA) 78

technique. Bulut and Guevenc [11] proposed a dynamic 79
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programming solution to help cellular-connected UAV find80

the best travelling path, subject to a continuous disconnection81

duration restriction. Other than UAV trajectory design for82

cellular-connected UAV network, Hu et al. investigated joint83

optimization problems on energy consumption and path plan-84

ning for scenarios of UAV-aided legitimate monitoring [12]85

and covert UAV-on-UAV video tracking and surveillance [13],86

where the specific optimization goals are both solved via con-87

vex optimization techniques. However, standard off-line opti-88

mization approaches solving trajectory design problem suffer89

from inefficiency due to non-convex nature of the formulated90

optimization objective and the corresponding constraints, even91

under impractical assumptions where perfect knowledge of92

wireless environment is available, e.g., G2A channel model93

and BS antenna model. Fortunately, reinforcement learn-94

ing (RL) serves as a good complement to traditional off-line95

optimization solutions, which is famous for the favourable96

ability of learning unknown environment in a trial-and-error97

manner [14]. Up to date, RL-related techniques have been98

widely applied to help solve performance optimization prob-99

lems for UAV-mounted networks, e.g., radio resource alloca-100

tion, interference mitigation and path planning. Cui et al. [15]101

investigated a real-time design on resource allocation for102

multiple-UAV network, in which multi-agent reinforcement103

learning (MARL) framework was proposed to realize optimal104

user selection, power allocation and sub-channel association.105

Zeng et al. [5] investigated an optimal UAV trajectory planning106

problem on minimizing the weighted sum of mission comple-107

tion time and expected transmission outage duration, via deep108

reinforcement learning (DRL)-aided approaches. Meanwhile,109

quantum theory has been proven to pose a positive impact110

on improving learning efficiency for artificial intelligence111

algorithms in general, and RL-related approaches in par-112

ticular. Dong et al. [16] combined quantum parallelism into113

conventional RL frameworks (termed as quantum RL (QRL)),114

in which higher learning efficiency and better trade-off115

between exploration and exploitation were showcased. Fur-116

thermore, Dong et al. [17] proposed quantum-inspired rein-117

forcement learning (QiRL) to solve intelligent navigation118

problem for autonomous mobile robots, where probabilistic119

action selection method and novel reinforcement approach120

inspired by quantum phenomenon were integrated into stan-121

dard RL frameworks. Paparo et al. [18] showed that quadratic122

speed-up is achievable for intelligent agents, with the help of123

quantum mechanics. Dunjko et al. [19] extended traditional124

agent-environment framework into quantum region, while125

Saggio et al. [20] demonstrated the first experimental result126

of QRL. In [21], Li et al. compared QRL with several RL127

frameworks in human decision-making scenarios, suggesting128

that value-based decision-making can be illustrated by QRL at129

both the behavioural and neural levels. In the field of wireless130

communications, Li et al. [22] investigated an optimal path131

planning problem for UAV-mounted networks, in which QiRL132

solution was demonstrated to offer better learning performance133

than conventional RL methods with �-greedy or Boltzmann134

action selection policy.135

In this paper, we integrate several ideas in quantum mechan-136

ics and DRL techniques to solve intelligent trajectory planning137

problem for cellular-connected UAV networks. The main con- 138

tributions of this paper are summarized as follows. 139

• Different from the vast majority of existing literature, 140

more practical G2A pathloss model based on one realiza- 141

tion of local building distribution and directional antenna 142

with fixed 3-dimensional (3D) radiation pattern are con- 143

sidered in this paper. Then, a cellular-connected UAV 144

trajectory planning problem is formulated to minimize the 145

weighted sum of flight time cost and the corresponding 146

expected outage duration. Without prior knowledge of the 147

wireless environment, the focused path planning problem 148

is challenging to be tackled via conventional optimiza- 149

tion techniques. Alternatively, the proposed optimization 150

problem is mapped into Markov decision process (MDP) 151

and solved by the proposed DRL solution with novel 152

quantum-inspired experience replay (QiER). 153

• A novel QiER framework is coined to help the learn- 154

ing agent achieve better training performance, via a 155

three-phase quantum-inspired process. Specifically, the 156

quantum initialization phase allocates initial priority for 157

the newly-recorded experiences, the quantum preparation 158

phase generates the updated priority for the sampled 159

transitions with the help of Grover iteration, and the quan- 160

tum measurement phase outputs distribution of sampling 161

probabilities to help accomplish the mini-batch training 162

procedure. 163

• To demonstrate advantages offered by the proposed 164

DRL-QiER solution, performance comparison against 165

representative baselines is performed. Compared to DRL 166

approach with standard experience relay (DRL-ER) 167

[23] or prioritized ER (DRL-PER) [24], deep curricu- 168

lum reinforcement learning (DCRL) method [25] and 169

simultaneous navigation and radio mapping (SNARM) 170

strategy [5], simulation results demonstrate that the pro- 171

posed DRL-QiER solution can achieve more efficient 172

and steady learning performance. Moreover, the pro- 173

posed DRL-QiER does not include extra neural net- 174

works like SNARM approach, and requires much less 175

hyper-parameter tuning like DCRL or DRL-PER method, 176

which means that it is easier and more robust for 177

implementation. 178

Although this paper and [5] both focus on designing a 179

DRL-aided solution for intelligently navigating cellular- 180

connected UAV, the main differences are: 1) detailed antenna 181

gain model and pathloss model are provided in this paper, 182

which makes the formulated UAV navigation problem more 183

specific; 2) to overcome the bias issue and relieve the heavy 184

computation burden induced by the extra neural network of 185

SNARM approach [5], i.e., the model-learning component 186

termed as radio map, a light but reliable DRL-QiER solution 187

is proposed, which is model-free and contains only one 188

online training neural network; and 3) quantum mechanism is 189

introduced to aid experience replay efficiency for DRL agent, 190

enabling the proposed DRL-QiER solution have the potential 191

to perform outstandingly than conventional DRL methods. 192

Moreover, with the help of Grover iteration in quantum 193

computation, we extend the QiER method in [26] from 194

2-dimensional (2D) discrete rotation to its 3D continuous 195
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alternative, which introduces fewer additional hyper-196

parameters and thus makes the QiER technique more flexible197

and reliable. Last but not least, compared to our prior198

work [22], we extend the quantum aid from enhancing action199

selection quality for RL framework to improving experience200

replay performance for DRL counterpart, breaking the curse201

of dimensionality and enabling the agent to practically solve202

problems with continuous state space.203

Organization: Section II presents the system model.204

Section III gives a brief overview on DRL. Section IV briefly205

introduces quantum state and quantum amplitude amplifica-206

tion. Section V presents the proposed DRL-QiER solution.207

Simulation results are given in Section VI, while conclusions208

are drawn in Section VII.209

II. SYSTEM MODEL210

A downlink transmission scenario inside cellular-connected211

UAV network is considered, where a set U of U UAVs is212

served by a set B of B BSs within cellular coverage. These213

UAVs are supposed to reach a common destination from214

their respective initial locations, for accomplishing their own215

missions.1 Intuitively, each UAV should be navigated with a216

feasible trajectory, alongside which the corresponding time217

consumption should be the shortest and wireless transmission218

quality provided by the cellular network should be maintained219

satisfactorily.2 Without loss of generality, an arbitrary UAV220

(denoted as u hereafter) out of these U drones are concen-221

trated for investigating the navigation task.3 For clarity, the222

UAV’s exploration environment is defined as a cubic subregion223

A : [xlo, xup] × [ylo, yup] × [zlo, zup], where the subscripts224

“lo” and “up” represent the lower and upper boundaries of225

this 3D airspace, respectively. Furthermore, the coordinate226

of the focused UAV at time t should locate in the range227

of �qlo � �qu(t) � �qup, where �qlo = (xlo, ylo, zlo), �qup =228

(xup, yup, zup) and � denotes the element-wise inequality. The229

initial location and the destination are given by �qu(I) ∈230

R
1∗3 and �qu(D) ∈ R

1∗3, respectively. Therefore, the overall231

trajectory of this UAV’s flight can be fully traced by �qu(t) =232

(xu(t), yu(t), zu(t)), starting from �qu(I) and ending at �qu(D).233

Besides, the location of arbitrary BS b ∈ B is indicated as234

�qb = (xb, yb, zb), where �qlo � �qb � �qup.235

A. Antenna Model236

Terrestrial transmission usually assumes that the distance237

between transceivers is much greater than the height dif-238

ference of their antennas. In this regard, antenna modelling239

for terrestrial communications mainly concerns 2D antenna240

gain on the horizontal domain. Unfortunately, 2D antenna241

1For example, one typical UAV application case is parcel collection. Various
UAVs are launched from different costumers’ properties carrying parcels to the
local distribution centre of delivery firm. Besides, collision avoidance during
UAVs’ flights needs to be guaranteed, via separating UAV’s operation spaces
and keeping their flying altitudes higher than the tallest building.

2This paper concentrates on UAV navigation task within coverage of cellular
networks, while global positioning system (GPS)-supported UAV navigation
is beyond the scope of this paper and left as one of future research directions.

3These UAVs share the same airspace and common location-dependent
database, which means that the trained DRL model can be downloaded by
the remaining UAVs, helping them accomplish their navigation tasks.

Fig. 1. Demonstration of ULA’s coordinate system and vertical radiation
pattern.

modelling is not sufficiently feasible for G2A transmissions, 242

where high-altitude UAVs are involved. 243

In compliance with BS’s antenna modelling of current 244

cellular networks, directional antenna with fixed 3D radiation 245

pattern is assumed to be equipped at each BS. Following 246

standard sectorization, each BS is portioned to cover three 247

sectors. Therefore, there are 3B sectors in total within the 248

interested airspace A. Specifically, it is assumed that three 249

vertically-placed M -element uniform linear arrays (ULAs) 250

are equipped by each BS with boresights directed to their 251

corresponding sectors covered by this BS, subject to the 3GPP 252

specification on cellular BS’s antenna model [27]. In individ- 253

ual and independent coordinate system of each ULA (e.g., 254

Fig. 1(a)), antenna element’s placing location is denoted as 255

(0, 0, zm), where m = {1, 2, . . . , M}. 256

Then, the wave factor of ULA can be given by 257

�k=
2π

λ
(sin θULA cosφULA, sin θULA sin φULA, cos θULA) , (1) 258

where λ = c/fc represents the wavelength, c denotes the light 259

speed and fc indicates the carrier frequency. Furthermore, the 260

steering vector can be derived as 261

�sv=
�
exp(−j�k(0, 0, z1)T ), . . . , exp(−j�k(0, 0, zM)T )

�T

. (2) 262

Suggested by 3GPP, vertical and horizontal radiation patterns 263

in dB of each ULA are given by 264

AV (θULA,φULA =0◦)=−min

�
12

�
θULA−90◦

Θ3dB

�2

, 30dB

�
, (3) 265

AH (θULA =90◦, φULA)=−min

�
12

�
φULA

Φ3dB

�2

, 30dB

�
, (4) 266

respectively. Then, each ULA’s 3D element pattern in dB can 267

be calculated as 268

A (θULA, φULA) = − min {− [AV (θULA, φULA = 0◦)+ 269

AH (θULA = 90◦, φULA)] , 30dB} . (5) 270

Note that each antenna element of a ULA is directional, speci- 271

fied by half-power beamwidths Θ3dB and Φ3dB for the vertical 272

and horizontal dimensions, respectively. To suppress ICIs in 273

cellular networks, the main lobe of ULA’s radiation pattern 274
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should be electrically steered by θetilt ∈ [0◦, 180◦], where275

θetilt = 90◦ means perpendicular to the ULA. To achieve the276

steering angle θetilt, fixed phase shift for each antenna element277

of ULA can be executed, for which the complex coefficient278

of the m-th antenna element is given by279

ωm =
1
M

exp
�
−j

2π

λ
(m− 1)dv cos θetilt

	
, (6)280

where dv indicates the vertical elements’ spacing distance.281

Furthermore, the array factor can be formulated as282

AF =
M


m=1

ωm exp(−j�k(0, 0, zm)T ) = �ω �sv, (7)283

where �ω = (ω1, . . . , ωM )∗ is the weight vector and the284

superscript ∗ indicates the complex conjugate. In the end, the285

3D antenna gain of each ULA in dB can be calculated as286

G (θULA, φULA) = 10 lg

�
|
�

10
A(θULA,φULA)

10 AF |2


. (8)287

Fig. 1(b) illustrates an example for θetilt = 100◦, under288

parameter setting Θ3dB = Φ3dB = 65◦, dv = λ/2 and M = 8.289

It is straightforward to observe that the main lobe is downtilted290

towards the ground for serving terrestrial communications,291

and the upper side lobes can be utilized to support G2A292

transmissions. Denote i ∈ {1, . . . , 3B} as the label of sectors293

in the considered region. Then, the transmit antenna gain from294

arbitrary sector to the UAV can be explicitly determined by295

UAV’s location, denoted as Gi [�qu(t)] = G (θiu, φiu), where296

θiu and φiu can be obtained via taking �qu(t), the location297

of ULA for sector i and the ULA’s boresight direction into298

account.4299

B. Pathloss Model300

Different from terrestrial transmissions, G2A links are more301

likely to experience LoS pathloss. In this subsection, the302

adopted G2A channel model will be interpreted.303

According to 3GPP urban-macro (UMa) pathloss304

model [28], the G2A pathloss in dB from sector i to305

the UAV at time t is given by306

PLi [�qu(t)]=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

28.0+22 log10 (diu)+20 log10 (fc) , LoS

−17.5+20 log10

�
40πfc

3

�
+ [46−7 log10 (zu(t))] log10 (diu) , NLoS,

307

(9)308

where diu = ||�qu(t) − �qi||2 outputs the Euclidean distance309

between the UAV and the location of ULA for sector i.310

To practically trace the type of G2A pathlosses, building311

distribution in the interested airspace A should be taken into312

consideration. Fig. 2 illustrates an example of local building313

distribution, including their horizontal locations on the ground314

and heights (Fig. 2(a)), as well as the corresponding 3D view315

4Note that the location of ULA for sector i is assumed to be the same as
its associated BS, which is a reasonable consideration because the distance
among ULAs on the BS is much smaller than that between the UAV and the
BS.

Fig. 2. The building distribution under consideration.

(Fig. 2(b)). With given building distribution, the type of 316

large-scale pathloss of G2A channels for UAV at arbitrary 317

location �qu(t), i.e., LoS or NLoS in (9), can be accurately 318

determined via checking the potential blockages between the 319

UAV and sectors.5 320

C. SINR at UAV 321

With the aforementioned antenna and pathloss models, the 322

received signal of the focused UAV u at arbitrary location �qu 323

over time t can be formulated as 324

yu(t)=
3B

i=1

�
10

Gi[�qu(t)]−PLi[�qu(t)]
10 hiuxi(t) + nu(t), (10) 325

where xi(t) ∼ CN (0, Pi) is the emitted message from sector 326

i to the UAV with average transmit power Pi, hiu represents 327

the corresponding small-scale fading channel6 and nu(t) ∼ 328

CN (0, σ2) denotes the received additive complex Gaussian 329

noise (AWGN) at the UAV. Note that the explicit type of 330

pathloss, i.e., LoS or NLoS, can be determined via checking 331

possible blockages according to one realization of local build- 332

ing distribution as mentioned in Section II-B. Assume that the 333

UAV is associated with sector î at time t, the instantaneous 334

5Note that our method generating G2A pathloss is more practical than the
widely-used probabilistic G2A channel model in current literature because
the later can only characterize the average G2A pathloss rather than its real
counterpart.

6This paper aims to develop a UAV navigation method for arbitrary
small-scale channel model. Hence, we do not specify the type of small-scale
fading here, e.g., Rayleigh [29]–[33], Rician [34], [35] or Nakagami-m [36].
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signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the UAV can335

be derived as336

Γu(t) =
Pî10

Gî[�qu(t)]−PLî[�qu(t)]
10 |hîu|2

Iu(t) + σ2
, (11)337

where Iu(t) =
�

i�=î Pi10
Gi[�qu(t)]−PLi[�qu(t)]

10 |hiu|2 means the338

ICIs from un-associated sectors.7339

D. Problem Formulation340

The received SINR (11) is a random variable because341

of the randomness introduced by small-scale fadings, with342

given UAV coordinate �qu(t) and cell association î(t). There-343

fore, the corresponding transmission outage probability (TOP)344

can be formulated as a function of �qu(t) and î(t), i.e.,345

TOPu{�qu(t), î(t)} = Pr [Γu(t) < Γth], where Pr outputs346

the probability calculated with respect to (w.r.t.) the afore-347

mentioned small-scale fadings. Then, the ergodic outage348

duration (EOD) of the UAV u travelling with trajectory349

�qu(t), ∀t ∈ [0, Tu] from �qu(I) to �qu(D) can be expressed350

as351

EODu{�qu(t), î(t)} =
� Tu

0

TOPu{�qu(t), î(t)}dt. (12)352

According to (12), the UAV has more freedom to adjust353

its flying trajectory for visiting stronger wireless coverage354

areas (say, regions with lower TOP) if longer flight time355

budget Tu is achievable. However, Tu is commonly expected356

to be as short as possible, for the consideration of energy357

consumption and time cost for accomplishing the correspond-358

ing mission. Therefore, a dilemma of minimizing both Tu359

and EODu exists inevitably. To balance this, we focus on360

minimizing the weighted sum of Tu and EODu{�qu(t), î(t)}361

via designing �qu(t) and î(t). Unfortunately, continuous time362

t implies infinite amount of velocity constraints and location363

possibilities, leading the UAV path planning task too sophis-364

ticated to be handled. Alternatively, the flight period Tu is365

uniformly divided into N time slots, making the navigation366

task practically trackable. The duration of each time slot367

Δt = Tu/N is controlled to be sufficiently small so that368

the distance, pathloss and antenna gain from each sector369

towards the UAV can be considered as approximately static370

within arbitrary time slot.8 Besides, sector assignment is371

commonly dependent on pathloss to avoid non-stop handover372

in practice, and thus the associated sector within each time slot373

is assumed unchanged. Therefore, (12) can be approximated374

as EODu{�qu(t), î(t)} ≈
�N

n=1 ΔtTOPu{�qu(n), î(n)}. With375

given �qu(n) and î(n) for each time slot, TOPu{�qu(n), î(n)}376

can be obtained via numerical signal measurement at the377

7This paper focuses on the worst case where universal frequency reuse is
assumed, which means that all the non-associated co-channel sectors will be
taken into account as the sources of ICIs.

8In the case of Δt → 0, the discrete flight trajectory can accurately
approach its continuous counterpart, resulting in extremely heavy computation
burden. Therefore, the length of time slot Δt should be delicately chosen to
achieve satisfactory balance of approximation accuracy and computational
complexity.

UAV.9 In this regard, we have 378

TOPu{�qu(n), î(n)}� 1
L

L

ι=1

ITOP{�qu(n), î(n)|h(ι)}, (13) 379

where h(ι) indicates one realization of the involved small-scale 380

fading components, L represents the amount of signal mea- 381

surements, the TOP indicator ITOP{�qu(n), î(n)|h(ι)} = 1 if 382

Γu{�qu(n), î(n)|h(ι)} < Γth and ITOP{�qu(n), î(n)|h(ι)} = 383

0 otherwise. Note that L	 1 stands in practice, which means 384

that the approximation (13) is feasible to be treated as an 385

equation. Then, the corresponding optimization problem can 386

be stated as 387

(P1) : min
�vu(n)

κΔt

L

N

n=1

L

ι=1

ITOP{�qu(n), î(n)|h(ι)}+N, 388

(14a) 389

s.t. î(n) = arg min
i∈{1,2,...,3B}

PLi [�qu(n)] , (14b) 390

�q(n + 1) = �q(n) + VuΔt�vu(n), 391


�vu(n)
 = 1, (14c) 392

�qlo��qu(n) � �qup, �qu(0)=�qu(I), 393

�qu(N)=�qu(D), (14d) 394

where κ is the weight balancing the aforementioned minimiza- 395

tion dilemma, Vu represents the UAV’s flying velocity and 396

�vu(n) specifies the mobility direction. The constraint (14b) 397

holds because the sector association strategy is dependent 398

sorely on pathlosses from all the sectors within each time slot 399

and it is clear that the UAV should always pair with the sector 400

which can offer the least degree of pathloss. 401

It is straightforward to conclude that antenna gain and 402

LoS/NLoS condition from each sector to the UAV are depen- 403

dent on the UAV’s location with given building and BS 404

distribution, which further impacts the corresponding pathloss 405

and type of small-scale fading. This makes it extremely 406

sophisticated to solve problem (P1) via standard optimization 407

methods, if not impossible. To provide a better alternative 408

solving the proposed optimization problem (P1), a DRL-aided 409

solution with a novel QiER framework is proposed in this 410

paper. 411

III. DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 412

This section is established to give a brief introduction 413

to DRL basics, which is of importance for understanding 414

the proposed DRL-aided solution and the corresponding key 415

notations. 416

The training of RL agent is based on MDP consisting 417

of five components, listed in a tuple (S,A, T , r, γ). A state 418

st ∈ S denotes RL agent’s observation from the environment 419

at trial t. An action at ∈ A represents the agent’s choice 420

9The closed-form expression of TOPu{�qu(n), î(n)} cannot be derived
because this paper aims to develop a UAV navigation framework for
arbitrary small-scale fading environment and the modelling of hiu, i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , 3B} is not specified. Besides, Δt (typically on the magnitude of
second) is relatively greater than the length of channel coherence block (on
the magnitude of millisecond) caused by the small-scale fading. Therefore,
TOPu{�qu(n), î(n)} can be practically evaluated by numerical measurements
on the raw received signals at the UAV.
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at trial t following an action selection policy π(st, at). The421

policy π(st, at) : S × A → [0, 1] claims the probability422

distribution of picking action at for state st, constrained423

by
�

at∈A π(st, at) = 1. After executing an action, state424

transition function T = Pr(st+1|st, at) : S × A × S → [0, 1]425

characterizes state transition st → st+1. An immediate reward426

rt(st, at) acts as performance metric determining how good427

the selected action at is, for state st. A scalar factor γ ∈428

[0, 1] is invoked to discount future rewards, which can help429

reduce variance caused by the reward function and achieve430

the convergence of RL algorithms.431

While interacting with the environment, the RL agent432

chooses an action at for observed state st at trial t following433

current action selection policy π(st, at). After executing the434

selected action, state transition st → st+1 occurs and a435

scalar reward rt(st, at) will be generated. Then, the experi-436

ence expt = {st, at, rt, st+1} can be collected to train the437

RL agent. The state-action value function Qπ(st, at) (i.e.,438

Q function) derives the accumulated-rewards and reflects the439

long-term return of acting at over st following action selection440

policy π, given by441

Qπ(st, at)=Eπ

�
Gt =

+∞

nt=0

γntrt+nt |st = s, at = a

�
, (15)442

where Gt calculates the discounted accumulated-rewards. The443

state-action value function Qπ(st, at) satisfies the Bellman444

equation, shown as445

Qπ(st, at) = Eπ

⎡
⎣rt + γ



st+1∈S

T (st+1|st, at)446

×



at+1∈A
π(st+1, at+1)Qπ(st+1, at+1)

⎤
⎦ . (16)447

An important goal of RL agent is to find the optimal448

Q function which follows Bellman optimality equation [37],449

shown as450

Q∗(st, at) = rt + γ



st+1∈S
T (st+1|st, at)max

at+1∈A
Q∗(st+1,at+1).451

(17)452

Unfortunately, (17) is non-linear and admits no closed-453

form solution, which can alternatively be solved through454

iterative algorithms [38]. Specifically, (17) can be deduced455

recursively to achieve the optimality Q∗(st, at) via temporal456

difference (TD) learning, given by.457

Q(st, at)← Q(st, at)458

+ αlr

�
rt + γ max

at+1∈A
Q(st+1, at+1)−Q(st, at)

	
, (18)459

where δt = rt + γ max
at+1∈A

Q(st+1, at+1)−Q(st, at) represents460

the TD error and αlr ∈ (0, 1] denotes the learning rate.461

It is well-known that the optimum Q∗(st, at) can be achieved462

when the state-action pairs are sufficiently experienced and the463

learning rate is properly chosen [37].464

To crack the nut rooted from high-dimensional state and/or465

action spaces, instead of applying Q-table (e.g., tabular RL) to466

store Q(st, at) for state-action pairs, function approximation 467

technique is used to approximate the Q function, e.g., artificial 468

neural networks (ANNs). Adopting DNN [39] (i.e., ANN 469

with deep hidden layers) to approximate Q function, e.g., 470

deep Q network (DQN) [23], is a popular and practical 471

solution, i.e., Q(st, at) ≈ Q(st, at|θ), where parameter vector 472

θ corresponds to the weight coefficients and biases of all 473

links in the DNN. The parameter vector θ can be updated via 474

bootstrapping method to minimize the loss function, defined 475

as 476

L(θ)=
�
rt+γ max

at+1∈A
Q(st+1, at+1|θ−)−Q(st, at|θ)

	2

, (19) 477

where Q(st, at|θ−) with parameter vector θ− indicates the 478

target network, which is applied to enhance the stability of 479

learning process. 480

Standard DRL algorithms apply one-step information to 481

calculate the loss function (19) and train the online net- 482

work, which may not be adequate and thus lead to poor 483

predictability. To overcome the aforementioned shortcoming, 484

multi-step learning strategy [37] was proposed via taking Nms- 485

step-forward knowledge into account. Specifically, the Nms- 486

step discounted accumulated-reward from a given state st can 487

be rewritten as rt:t+Nms =
�Nms−1

nms=0 γnmsrt+nms+1. Based 488

on (19), the loss function for Nms-step learning can be derived 489

as 490

L(θ) =
�
rt:t+Nms 491

+ γNmsmax
a�∈A

Q(st+Nms , a
�|θ−)−Q(st, at|θ)

	2

. (20) 492

IV. QUANTUM STATE AND QUANTUM 493

AMPLITUDE AMPLIFICATION 494

In this section, several basic concepts in quantum com- 495

putation are briefly introduced, which is of essence to help 496

understand the proposed QiER framework. 497

A. Quantum State 498

In quantum mechanics, a quantum state of a closed quantum 499

system can be described by a unit vector in Hilbert space. 500

Specifically, a quantum state |Ψc (Dirac notation) comprised 501

of n̂ quantum bits (qubits10) can be expressed as 502

|Ψc = |Ψ1 ⊗ |Ψ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |Ψn̂ =

n̂� �� �
11 . . .1

p=00...0

hp |p , (21) 503

where |Ψe , e ∈ [1, n̂] represents the e-th qubit, hp means 504

the complex coefficient (i.e., probability amplitude) of eigen- 505

state |p subject to
�11...1

p=00...0 |hp|2 = 1 and ⊗ denotes 506

the tensor product. The representation of n̂-qubit quantum 507

state |Ψc follows the quantum phenomenon known as state 508

superposition principle. That is, the |Ψc can be regarded as 509

10A qubit can be realized by a two-state system, e.g., 1) a two-level atom,
in which |0� denotes the ground state and |1� indicates the excited state; 2) a
photon, where |0� represents the horizontal polarization state and |1� means
the vertical polarization state; or 3) a spin system, in which the states of spin
up and spin down are described by |0� and |1�, respectively.
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the superposition of 2n̂ eigenstates, ranged from |00 . . .0510

to |11 . . .1. As a special case, a two-eigenstate quantum511

system (say, a single qubit) can be described as an arbitrary512

superposition state of eigenstates |0 and |1, given by513

|Ψ = α |0+ β |1 , (22)514

where the complex coefficients α = �0 | Ψ and β = �1 | Ψ515

denote the probability amplitudes for eigenstates |0 and |1,516

respectively. Note that the single-qubit superposition |Ψ is517

a unit vector (i.e., �Ψ | Ψ = 1) in Hilbert space spanned518

by orthogonal bases |0 and |1, subject to |α|2 + |β|2 = 1.519

According to quantum collapse phenomenon, after measure-520

ment or observation of an external experimenter, |Ψ will521

collapse from its superposition state onto one of its eigenstates522

|0 and |1 with probabilities |α|2 and |β|2, respectively.523

B. Quantum Amplitude Amplification524

For a two-eigenstate qubit |Ψ, the probability amplitudes525

of each eigenstate can be changed via a quantum operation526

(e.g., Grover iteration [40]), gradually modifying the collapse527

probability distribution. Two unitary reflections are applied to528

achieve Grover iteration, given by529

U |0� = I − (1− ejφ1) |0 �0| , (23)530

U |Ψ� = (1 − ejφ2) |Ψ �Ψ| − I, (24)531

where {φ1, φ2} ∈ [0, 2π], I indicates identity matrix, and �0|532

and �Ψ| are Hermitian transposes of |0 and |Ψ, respectively.533

Then, the Grover iterator can be formulated as G = U |Ψ�U |0�,534

which remains unitary. After m times of acting G on |Ψ,535

the two-eigenstate qubit with updated probability amplitudes536

can be given by |Ψ ← Gm |Ψ. Two updating approaches537

can be used to accomplish quantum amplitude amplification538

task: 1) m = 1 with dynamic parameters φ1 and φ2; and539

2) dynamic m with fixed parameters φ1 and φ2 (e.g., π).540

The latter updating method can only change the probability541

amplitudes in a discrete manner, and thus the former solution542

is chosen in this paper.543

Proposition 1: For Grover iteration with flexible parame-544

ters, the overall effects of G on the superposition |Ψ can545

be derived analytically as G |Ψ = (Q − ejφ1)α |0 + (Q −546

1)β |1, where Q = (1 − ejφ2)
�
1− (1− ejφ1)|α|2

�
and547

|(Q− ejφ1)|2|α|2 + |(Q− 1)|2|β|2 = 1.548

Proof: The effects of U |0� on |0 and |1 are expressed549

as550

U |0� |0 =
�
I − (1 − ejφ1) |0 �0|

�
|0 = ejφ1 |0 , (25)551

U |0� |1 =
�
I − (1 − ejφ1) |0 �0|

�
|1 = |1 , (26)552

respectively. Then, we obtain553

U |0� |Ψ=
�
I−(1−ejφ1) |0 �0|

�
|Ψ=ejφ1α |0+β |1 , (27)554

where U |0� plays the role as a conditional phase shift operator.555

Furthermore, we get556

G |Ψ = U |Ψ�U |0� |Ψ = (1− ejφ2) [α |0+ β |1]557

×
�
α† �0|+ β† �1|

�
U |0� |Ψ −U |0� |Ψ558

= (Q− ejφ1)α |0+ (Q− 1)β |1 , (28)559

Fig. 3. Geometric explanation of the grover rotation.

where Q = (1 − ejφ2)(ejφ1 |α|2 + |β|2) = (1 − 560

ejφ2)
�
1− (1 − ejφ1)|α|2

�
. 561

Because Grover operator G is unitary, the updated super- 562

position |Ψ ← G |Ψ still follows the normalization rule 563

of probability amplitudes, i.e., |(Q − ejφ1)|2|α|2 + |(Q − 564

1)|2|β|2 = 1. 565

Corollary 1: The ratio between collapse probabilities of 566

|Ψ → |0 before and after being impacted by G can be given 567

by |R|2 = |(1−ejφ1−ejφ2)−(1−ejφ1)(1−ejφ2 )|α|2|2, which 568

is symmetric w.r.t. φ1 = φ2 and φ1 = 2π − φ2. Then, the 569

updated collapse probabilities onto eigenstates |0 and |1 can 570

be given by |R|2|α|2 and 1− |R|2|α|2, respectively. 571

Proof: Based on (22) and (28), the ratio between the 572

probability amplitudes of |0 after being acted by G and before 573

that can be derived as R = (1− ejφ1− ejφ2)− (1− ejφ1)(1− 574

ejφ2)|α|2, which completes the proof. 575

Remark 1: The process of |Ψ ← G |Ψ can be depicted 576

geometrically on the Bloch sphere. In Fig. 3(a), |Ψ is recon- 577

structed in Polar coordinates, given by 578

|Ψ=ejζ(cos
θ

2
|0+ ejϕ sin

θ

2
|1) � cos

θ

2
|0 579

+ ejϕ sin
θ

2
|1 , (29) 580

where ejζ poses no observable effects [21]. Then, the unit 581

vector |Ψ on the Bloch sphere is uniquely specified by angle 582

variables θ ∈ [0, π] and ϕ ∈ [0, 2π). The effect of U |0� can be 583

regarded as a clockwise rotation around the z-axis by φ1 (the 584

red circle) on the Bloch sphere, leading to the rotation from 585

|Ψ to |Ψ�. In a similar manner, when the basis is changed 586

from {|0 , |1} to {|Ψ ,
  Ψ⊥!

}, U |Ψ� results in a clockwise 587

rotation around the new z-axis |Ψ by φ2 (the blue circle), 588

rotating |Ψ� to
  Ψ(1)

!
. Hence, the overall impact of G on 589

|Ψ is a two-step process rotating the polar angle θ, on the 590

perspective of basis {|0 , |1}. With flexible φ1 and φ2, it is 591

possible to achieve arbitrary parametric rotation on the Bloch 592

sphere, which serves as the foundation for quantum amplitude 593

amplification task. The smaller θ is, the higher probability 594

|Ψ will collapse onto |0 when it is observed by an external 595

examiner, and vice versa. 596

V. DRL-QiER ALGORITHM 597

In this section, a DRL-QiER solution is developed to solve 598

optimization problem (P1). 599
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A. The MDP Formulation600

To solve the optimal trajectory planning problem (P1) via601

DRL-aided technique, the first step is to map it into an MDP,602

which can be described as follows.603

• S: The state space consists of possible UAV locations �qu604

under constraint �qlo � �qu � �qup, which means that the605

state space is continuous.606

• A: The continuous action space involves all the feasible607

flying directions �vu under constraint 
�vu
 = 1. To break608

the curse of dimensionality caused by continuous state609

and action spaces, the action space is discretized as A =610 "
[1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], [−1, 0, 0], [0,−1, 0], [

√
2/2,
√

2/2, 0],611

[−
√

2/2,
√

2/2, 0], [
√

2/2,−
√

2/2, 0], [−
√

2/2,−
√

2/2,612

0]}, corresponding to flying directions right, forward,613

left, backward, right-forward, left-forward, right-614

backward and left-backward, respectively. Therefore,615

the action space contains Nfd = 8 direction616

options.617

• T : The state transition is deterministic and controlled by618

the mobility constraint (14c).619

• r: Our goal is to minimize the weighted sum of time620

cost and EOD. Thus, we may design the reward func-621

tion as r(�qu) = −1 − τΔt

L

�L
ι=1 ITOP{�qu|h(ι)}. The622

formulation of r(�qu) can be interpreted as follows:623

1) for each time of state transition, the agent will receive624

a movement penality 1, encouraging the UAV to use625

less steps to generate the trajectory; and 2) on top of626

the movement penality, the UAV will get a weighted627

outage duration penality τΔt

L

�L
ι=1 ITOP{�qu|h(ι)} as628

well, pushing the UAV to visit locations with stronger629

wireless coverage quality. Besides, two special cases630

are considered as follows: 1) once the UAV reaches631

the predefined destination �qu(D), the training episode632

terminates and a positive value rD will replace the reward633

function; and 2) once the UAV crashes onto the boundary634

of the considered airspace, the training episode terminates635

and a negative value rob will replace the reward function636

instead. In summary, the aforementioned design of reward637

function aims to encourage the UAV to reach �qu(D) with638

as fewer steps as possible, while avoiding hitting the639

boundary and visiting areas with weak wireless coverage640

strength.641

• γ: To connect the objective function of (P1) and the dis-642

counted accumulated-rewards over each learning episode,643

the discount factor is chosen as γ = 1.644

B. Quantum-Inspired Representation of Experience’s Priority645

In the proposed DRL-QiER solution, the priority of expe-646

rienced transition expt is represented by the k-th qubit,647

where the scalar index k indicates this transition’s loca-648

tion index in the QiER buffer. Specifically, the quantum649

representation of stored transition’s priority can be given650

by651

|Ψk = αk |0+ βk |1 , (30)652

where the complex-valued probability amplitudes αk and653

βk follow the normalization constraint |αk|2 + |βk|2 = 1.654

It is worth noting that the eigenstates |0 and |1 in (30) 655

mean accepting and denying this transition, respectively. After 656

quantum measurement, the superposition |Ψk will collapse 657

onto eigenstate |0 with probability | �0 | Ψk |2 = |αk|2 or 658

eigenstate |1 with probability | �1 | Ψk |2 = |βk|2. The 659

complex coefficients αk and βk are of importance and essence 660

in the QiER system, influencing the occurrence probability of 661

accepting or denying the corresponding transition when |Ψk 662

is observed. The quantum representation |Ψk establishes a 663

bridge between quantum eigenstates and accepting or deny- 664

ing particular transition, which allows us to apply quantum 665

amplitude amplification to realize manipulation of quantum 666

collapse. 667

C. QiER Framework 668

The proposed QiER framework consists of the following 669

three phases. 670

1) Quantum Initialization Phase: When transition expt is 671

stored into the QiER buffer with finite capacity C, a label 672

k ∈ {1, . . . , C} will be assigned to expt, which specifies 673

the location of expt being recorded within the QiER buffer.11
674

Then, experience expt and the k-th qubit |Ψk together will 675

be stored into the QiER buffer, which can be regarded as a 676

collection of (expt, |Ψk). When a new transition is recorded 677

into the QiER buffer and before being sampled out to feed the 678

training agent, its associated qubit |Ψk should be initialized 679

as eigenstate |0, i.e., |Ψk ← |0. The reason is that the 680

agent has never been trained with these un-sampled transitions 681

that may have unimaginable potentials to help the agent learn 682

the characteristics of environment with which the agent is 683

interacting. Thus, we set these newly-recorded transitions with 684

the highest priority, encouraging the agent to more likely learn 685

from them. 686

2) Quantum Preparation Phase: After an experience is 687

sampled from the QiER buffer to train the agent, the quan- 688

tum preparation phase should be performed on its asso- 689

ciated qubit, updating the corresponding priority. This is 690

due to two reasons: 1) the TD error of this transition 691

is updated; and 2) the experience becomes older for the 692

agent. 693

The uniform quantum state is defined as 694

|+ =
√

2
2

(|0+ |1) , (31) 695

which can be understood as a unit vector on the x-axis of 696

Bloch sphere (Fig. 3(a)) with θ = π/2 and ϕ = 0. The 697

absolute value of TD error |δt| is chosen to reflect priority of 698

the corresponding transition expt. Once a recorded transition 699

is sampled, its associated qubit |Ψk should first be reset to 700

the uniform quantum state, i.e., |Ψk ← |+. Then, to map 701

the updated priority of expt into |Ψk, one time of Grover 702

iteration with flexible parameters will be applied on the 703

11The QiER buffer is designed to be with fixed-size capacity in line with
standard ER technique of DRL, which means that the first stored experience
will be popped out first to create space for recording the new-coming transition
when the QiER buffer is fully exploited. Therefore, each recorded experience
is supposed to remain in the buffer for a fixed time.
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uniform quantum state, shown as704

|Ψk=U |+�U |0� |+
(a)
= (P − ejφ1)

√
2

2
|0705

+ (P − 1)
√

2
2
|1 , (32)706

where P = (1− ejφ2)
�
1− 0.5(1− ejφ1)

�
and the derivation707

(a) is based on Proposition 1. According to Remark 1,708

the transformation from |+ to |Ψk can be depicted on709

the Bloch sphere as Fig. 3(b). In this example, the phase710

shift parameters are set as φ1 < π/2 and φ2 < π/2. It is711

straightforward to observe that the probability of collapsing712

onto eigenstate |0 enlarges after the quantum preparation713

phase (i.e., |+
U |+�U |0�−→ |Ψk), because the polar angle rotates714

from ∠90◦ (of |+) to an acute angle θΨk
(of |Ψk). Similarly,715

the collapse probability onto eigenstate |0 after one time of716

Grover iteration on |+ can be kept unchanged or shrinked717

via selecting feasible combination of phase shift parameters718

φ1 ∈ [0, 2π] and φ2 ∈ [0, 2π].719

In practical applications, some experiences may be sam-720

pled for training with undesired high frequency, leading to721

over-training issue. Besides, the finite size of QiER buffer722

could further deteriorate this disservice [41], which will cause723

unfair and biased sampling performance. To circumvent this724

issue, the replay time of each stored transition should be725

taken into consideration for the quantum preparation phase,726

which enables it to enrich sample diversity to improve the727

learning performance. In the early stage of training the agent,728

the importance of each experience is ambiguous. However,729

alongside the learning process, the absolute TD errors of some730

transitions remain relatively large, despite many times they731

have been sampled for training. Hence, it is necessary to relate732

training episode to the quantum preparation phase.733

The quantum preparation phase aims to modify the collapse734

probability onto eigenstate |0, via one time of Grover iteration735

with free parameters φ1 and φ2. To quantify the amplification736

step of quantum preparation phase, we let737

φ1 =
e

|δt|π
δmax − e−

|δt|π
δmax

e
|δt|π
δmax + e−

|δt|π
δmax

π

2
=

π

2
tanh

�
|δt|π
δmax

�
∈

�
0,

π

2

#
, (33)738

φ2 =
rtk

rtmax

te

temax
π +

π

2
∈

�
π

2
,
3π

2

	
. (34)739

With (33) and (34), the quantum amplitude amplification740

is related with the corresponding absolute TD error |δt|,741

maximum TD error δmax, replay times rtk , maximum replay742

time rtmax, current training episode te and the total training743

episode temax, which means that the quantum preparation744

phase updates the priority of expt into its associated k-th745

qubit |Ψk.746

Remark 2: The collapse probability of |Ψk onto eigenstate747

|0 versus φ1 ∈ [0, 2π] and φ2 ∈ [0, 2π] is depicted in748

Fig. 4. From this figure, we can find that | �0 | Ψk |2 =749

0.5|P − ejφ1 |2 is a symmetric function w.r.t. φ1 = φ2750

and φ1 = 2π − φ2, which is a specific case (i.e., |α|2 =751

0.5) of Corollary 1. If we concentrate on surface within752

φ1 ∈ [0, π/2] and φ2 ∈ [π/2, 3π/2], it is straightforward to753

conclude that (33) and (34) together can control the quantum754

Fig. 4. Collapse probability onto |0� versus φ1 and φ2.

amplification step and direction. Specifically, larger φ1 will 755

lead to greater amplitude amplification step, for arbitrary fixed 756

φ2. Besides, φ2 controls the amplification direction, where 757

φ2 ∈ [π/2, π) means that the probability of collapsing onto 758

|0 will be enlarged, while φ2 ∈ (π, 3π/2) indicates that the 759

probability of collapsing onto |0 will be reduced. 760

Remark 3: In the early stage of training, the radio rtk/rtmax 761

remains relatively large because rtmax is not sufficiently 762

updated yet. To avoid unreasonably denying all the sampled 763

transitions in the early stage of training, we introduce the 764

factor te/temax to steer parameter φ2 in (34). 765

3) Quantum Measurement Phase: After the QiER buffer 766

is fully occupied by recorded transitions, a mini-batch of 767

experiences will be sampled to perform network training for 768

the agent, via standard gradient descent method. To prepare the 769

mini-batch sampling procedure under constraint of priorities, 770

quantum measurement on the associated qubits should be 771

accomplished first. Specifically, the probability of the k-th 772

qubit collapsing onto eigenstate |0 can be calculated as 773

| �0 | Ψk |2. Then, the probability of the corresponding expe- 774

rience being picked up during the mini-batch sampling process 775

can be defined as bpk = | �0 | Ψk |2/
�C

e=1 | �0 | Ψe |2, 776

in which the denominator means the sum of collapse prob- 777

abilities onto eigenstate |0 of qubits that are associated with 778

all stored experiences. 779

During the mini-batch sampling period, several times of 780

picking recorded experiences from the QiER buffer will be 781

executed, following the generated picking probability vector 782

�bp = [bp1, bp2, . . . , bpC ] after quantum measurement phase. 783
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Algorithm 1 The Proposed DRL-QiER Solution
1 Initialization: Initialize the online D3QN network QD3(s, a|θD3) and its target network

QD3(s, a|θ−
D3), with θ−

D3 ← θD3 . Initialize the QiER buffer R with capacity C. Initialize
the vector of replay time as �rt = [rt1, rt2, . . . , rtC ] = �0. Set the size of mini-batch as
Nmb . Set the order index of R as k = 1. Set the flag indicating whether the QiER buffer is fully
occupied or not as LF = F alse. Set the maximum TD error as δmax = 1;

2 for te = [1, temax] do
3 Set time step n = 0. Randomly set the the UAV’s initial location as �qu(n) ∈ S . Initialize

a sliding buffer R̂ with capacity Nms ;
4 repeat
5 Select and execute action an , then observe the next state �qu(n + 1) and the

immediate reward rn = r[�qu(n + 1)];
6 if LF == True then
7 Perform quantum measurement on all stored experiences’ qubits and get the vector

of their replaying probabilities [bp1, bp2, . . . , bpC ];
8 for nmb = [1, Nmb] do
9 Sample a transition according to [bp1, bp2, . . . , bpC ] and get its location

index d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , C};
10 Reset the d-th qubit back to uniform quantum state |Ψd� = |+�;
11 Update the corresponding replay time rtd+ = 1 and

rtmax = max(�rt);
12 Calculate the sampled transition’s absolute Nms-step TD error |δNms |

and update the maximum TD error δmax = max(δmax, |δNms |);
13 Perform quantum preparation phase on the d-th qubit;
14 end
15 Update the online D3QN network QD3(s, a|θD3) via gradient descent method

using the mini-batch of sampled Nmb transitions from R;
16 end
17 Get and record transition expn = {�qu(n), an, rn, �qu(n + 1)} into R̂;
18 if n ≥ Nms then
19 Generate the Nms -step reward rn−Nms:n from R̂ and record Nms-step

experience
expn−Nms:n = {�qu(n− Nms), an−Nms , rn−Nms:n, �qu(n)}
into R with order index k;

20 Perform quantum initialization phase on the k-th qubit as |Ψk� = |0�. Reset
rtk = 0 and let k+ = 1;

21 if k > C then
22 Set LF = True and reset k = 1;
23 end
24 end
25 Let n+ = 1;
26 until �qu(n) = �qu(D) || �qu(n) /∈ S || n = Nmax ;

27 Update �← �× dec� . Update the target D3QN QD3(s, a|θ−
D3) every ΥD3

episodes, i.e., θ−
D3 ← θD3 ;

28 end

Note that the total sampling time is equal to the size of mini-784

batch, which will be specified in the numerical result section785

later.786

Remark 4: Although the QiER buffer involves quantum787

representations and operations, the corresponding processes,788

i.e., the quantum initialization phase, the quantum preparation789

phase and the quantum measurement phase, can be imitated790

on conventional computing devices without implementing real791

quantum computations on practical quantum computers.792

Remark 5: The associated qubit of sampled experience793

should be reset to the uniform quantum state, which means794

that the corresponding quantum preparation phase starts from795

the uniform quantum state rather than the previous counterpart.796

This is in line with the quantum phenomenon where a quantum797

system will collapse onto one of its eigenstates after an obser-798

vation. Note that the sampled transitions are still remained in799

the QiER buffer until they are discarded.800

D. The Proposed DRL-QiER Solution801

The proposed DRL-QiER algorithm is summarized in802

Algorithm 1, and its flow chart is illustrated in Fig. 5. To solve803

the formulated MDP in Section V-A, double DQN (DDQN)804

with duelling architecture (D3QN) is adopted to approximate805

the Q function Q(�qu, �vu). To further speed up and stabilize806

Fig. 5. Flow chart of the proposed DRL-QiER algorithm.

the learning process, Nms-step learning and target network 807

techniques are adopted for updating parameters of the online 808

D3QN. Specifically, the online D3QN aims to minimize the 809

following loss function 810

L(θD3) = [rt:t+Nms+ 811

γNmsQ(�qu(t+Nms), �v
∗
u|θ−

D3)−Q(�qu(t), �vu(t)|θD3)
�2

, (35) 812

where θD3 is the parameter vector of the online D3QN, 813

θ−
D3 means the parameter vector of the target D3QN. 814

The selected action �v∗u in (35) is chosen from the 815

online D3QN rather than the target D3QN, i.e., �v∗u = 816

argmax
�vu∈A

Q(�qu(t+Nms), �vu|θD3), which completes the DDQN 817

procedure. 818

Algorithm 1 starts with network and hyper-parameter ini- 819

tializations, as shown in step 1. At the beginning of each 820

training episode, the UAV’s initial location is randomly picked 821

from the state space S (step 3). Then, the UAV chooses an 822

action following the popular �-greedy action selection policy, 823

which means that the UAV either selects a random action from 824

the action space A with probability � ∈ [0, 1] or chooses the 825

optimal action that maximizes the state-action approximation 826

of the online D3QN with probability 1−�. After the execution 827

of the selected action, the environment will feed back the 828

next state and the corresponding immediate reward (step 5). 829

The experienced transition expn will then be recorded by a 830

sliding buffer, to prepare for the Nms-step learning (step 17). 831

When the sliding buffer is full, the latest Nms-step experience 832

can be generated and then delivered into the QiER buffer 833

(step 18-step 24). Each training episode terminates when one 834

of the following cases are encountered: reaching the desti- 835

nation, hitting the boundary, or exhausting the step threshold 836

(step 26).12 When one episode is over, the exploration parame- 837

ter � will be annealed to encourage exploitation from explo- 838

ration. For every fixed amount of training episodes, the target 839

D3QN will be updated to the online counterpart (step 27). 840

Once the QiER buffer is fully occupied, the mini-batch training 841

for the online D3QN begins (step 6-step 16). With the mini- 842

batch samples, the online D3QN is trained to minimize the 843

mean counterpart of loss function (35), via standard stochastic 844

gradient descent approach (step 15). 845

Remark 6: The proposed QiER framework for manipulat- 846

ing mini-batch sampling is realized via adopting an unsorted 847

data structure known as binary sum-tree, inspired by the 848

PER approach [24]. The motivation is that for achieving an 849

12It is worth noting that although an explicit energy cost model (commonly
for the UAV propulsion power consumption) is not specified in our considered
UAV navigation scenario, the global constraint of energy consumption is
implied because the step threshold Nmax poses a shared budget of propulsion
energy cost for all possible trajectories.
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Fig. 6. Sum-tree architecture.

efficient sampling performance based on the current picking850

distribution �bp = [bp1, bp2, . . . , bpC ], the complexity should851

not depend on C which could be unbearably large in practice.852

An illustration of the used sum-tree architecture can be found853

in Fig. 6, where either the root node or the parent node854

contains at most two child nodes as their offspring while their855

values equal to the sum of their child nodes. Specifically, the856

k-th leaf node of the sum-tree is pointed to qubit |Ψk and857

the corresponding stored transition in the QiER buffer, and858

therefore there are C leaf nodes in total. When performing859

the quantum measurement phase after the priority updating of860

quantum initialization phase or quantum preparation phase, the861

sum of collapse probabilities onto eigenstate |0 of all involved862

qubits, i.e.,
�C

e=1 | �0 | Ψe |2, can be updated via propagating863

the measurement of any updated qubit from the corresponding864

leaf node to the root node, enabling O[log(C)] updating865

and sampling. Besides, the quantum amplitude amplification866

in quantum preparation phase is based on Proposition 1867

and Corollary 1, where the quantum collapse probability868

updating is steered by closed-form expressions and thus869

negligible extra computation cost is required. Therefore, the870

complexity of our proposed QiER framework is comparable871

to that of propositional PER and DCRL strategies. With the872

aforementioned efficient implementation, the proposed QiER873

framework only costs negligible extra computational power874

and memory, compared to conventional ER approach. Note875

that SNARM approach adopting ER strategy maintains an876

extra neural network for radio mapping, which is undoubtedly877

more computation-expensive than DRL-ER, DRL-PER, DCRL878

and our proposed DRL-QiER solution. Moreover, our QiER879

framework does not destruct the convergence of any DRL880

agent that it is plugged onto, but may result in different con-881

vergence curve against DRL agent aided with other experience882

replay techniques, because it sorely focuses on polishing the883

picking process of stored transitions, as depicted in Fig. 5.884

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS885

In this section, simulation results for the proposed886

DRL-QiER solution and the corresponding performance com-887

parison against several baselines are performed.888

A. Simulation Environment Setups889

For conducting the simulation, the UAV’s exploration890

airspace is set as A : [0, 1] × [0, 1] × [0, 0.1] km. Fig. 7(a)891

delivers the top view of A, in which the locations of involved892

BSs and the direction of each ULA’s boresight are specified.893

Fig. 7. Simulation environment and the corresponding preview on TOP
distribution.

To generate building distribution within A, one realization of 894

statistical model suggested by the International Telecommuni- 895

cation Union (ITU) [42] is invoked, which is subject to the 896

following three parameters: 1) α̂ indicates the ratio of region 897

covered by buildings to the whole land; 2) β̂ represents average 898

amount of buildings; and 3) γ̂ determines building heights’ 899

distribution (say, Rayleigh distribution with mean γ̂ > 0). 900

Besides, the small-scale fading component of G2A link is 901

assumed to follow block Nakagami-m channel model. The 902

common destination’s location is fixed at �qu = (0.8, 0.8, 0.1) 903

km, without loss of generality. 904

Unless otherwise mentioned, the parameter setups regard- 905

ing simulation environment are in line with Table I. With 906

the generated local building distribution, antenna model and 907

small-scale fading model, the corresponding TOP distribution 908

over arbitrary UAV location within A can be previewed as 909

Fig. 7(b). 910

B. Structure of DNNs and Hyper-Parameter Settings for 911

Learning Process 912

The proposed DRL-QiER algorithm is implemented on 913

Python 3.8 with TensorFlow 2.3.1 and Keras. Specifically, 914

the DNNs of online D3QN agent are constructed with 915

fully-connected feedforward ANNs. The shapes of the online 916

D3QN’s input and output layers are subject to the UAV’s hor- 917

izontal locations and the amount of possible flying directions, 918
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TABLE I

PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

TABLE II

HYPER-PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR LEARNING PROCESS

respectively. Between the input and output layers, there are919

4 hidden layers, where the first 3 hidden layers contain 512,920

256, 128 neurons, respectively. The last hidden layer plays921

the role as duelling layer consisting of Nfd + 1 neurons,922

where one neuron indicates the estimation of state-value and923

the other Nfd neurons reflect action advantages. Then, the924

outputs of the duelling layer will be aggregated to generate925

the estimation of the Nfd actions at the output layer. Besides,926

the optimizer minimizing the mean square error (MSE) for927

the DRL-QiER agent is Adam with fixed learning rate. The928

activation functions for each hidden layer and the output layer929

are Relu and Linear, respectively. Note that the target D3QN930

shares the same structure as its online counterpart.931

The settings of hyper-parameter for learning process are932

stated in Table II.933

C. Training of the DRL-QiER Algorithm934

Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) depict the return history and935

designed trajectories of the proposed DRL-QiER solution,936

respectively. Note that the moving average return for each937

training episode is calculated via a moving window with length938

of 200 episodes, while the corresponding designed trajectories939

are picked with spatially-separated initial locations in the late940

training stage (in the range of episodes 1900-2000), for the941

sake of neat and sufficient demonstration. From Fig. 8(a), it is942

straightforward to conclude that the moving average returns943

steadily converge to the maximum alongside the training944

process, although some fluctuations are experienced, which is945

a typical phenomenon in DRL field. Besides, from Fig. 8(b),946

it is observed that the proposed DRL-QiER solution can947

direct the UAV from various initial locations to the common948

destination, with designed trajectories adaptive to the TOP dis-949

tribution. Regions with higher TOP are avoided while keeping950

the UAV being directed to reach the common destination 951

with possibly fewer moving steps (equivalently, as short flying 952

time cost as possible). For instance, even the near-to-zero 953

but extremely narrow TOP slots around (0.4, 0.76, 0.1) km 954

and (0.6, 0.79, 0.1) km can be recognized. On the contrary, 955

higher TOP regions in the range of (0.4 − 0.6, 0 − 0.5, 0.1) 956

km are bypassed as much as possible. Another good example 957

is the trajectory starting from location around (0.95, 0.09, 0.1) 958

km, where the “V” shape around (0.95, 0.2, 0.1) km perfectly 959

demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed DRL-QiER 960

solution, in which the higher TOP fields are avoided. Note that 961

larger weight factor κ will generally lead the designed path to 962

experience lower TOP regions, but inevitably enlarging the 963

time cost (say, longer and more tortuous trajectory) reaching 964

the common destination. This is the reason why weight 965

factor κ is invoked to balance the proposed minimization 966

problem (P1). 967

D. Performance Comparison 968

Four DRL-aided baselines are considered for performance 969

comparison, listed as follows. 970

• DRL-ER: The D3QN is trained via mini-batch sampling 971

from standard ER buffer with uniform sample-picking 972

strategy. 973

• DRL-PER: The D3QN is trained via stochastic mini-batch 974

sampling from the PER buffer with proportional prior- 975

itization method, in line with [24]. In this approach, 976

the priority of each recorded transition x is measured 977

by its corresponding absolute TD error |δ(x)|. Then, 978

the probability of picking a transition from the PER 979

buffer follows p(x) = (|δ(x)| + ξ)αPER/
�

x�(|δ(x�)| + 980

ξ)αPER , where a small positive constant ξ is used to 981

avoid zero-priority case and αPER determines how much 982
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prioritization is applied, with αPER = 0 corresponding to983

the special case that is equivalent to DRL-ER baseline.984

To correct the bias caused by priority-based sampling,985

normalized importance-sampling (IS) weight W (x) =986

(C × p(x))−βPER/ maxx� W (x�) is calculated to scale the987

updating of DNNs, where C is the capacity of the PER988

buffer and βPER reflects the amount of IS correction. The989

parameter βPER should be incremented from a relatively990

small positive constant to 1 over the training process991

because a full-step update is more important when the992

algorithm begins to converge.993

• DCRL: The DCRL training paradigm aims to offer994

better mini-batch sampling efficiency, according to the995

complexities of recorded experiences. Specifically, the996

complexity of each transition is determined by self-paced997

priority and coverage penalty, where self-paced priority998

maps TD error into the difficulty of current curriculum999

and coverage penalty uses replay times of transitions to1000

enhance sampling diversity. For detailed implementation1001

of DCRL, please refer to [25].1002

• SNARM: The framework SNARM invokes an extra DNN1003

termed as radio map to help improve the overall learning1004

efficiency. The signal measurements alongside the UAV’s1005

trajectory are utilized to train not only the online D3QN1006

but also the radio map. The radio map enables it to1007

generate simulated trajectories and thus reduces actual1008

trials. Based on standard Dyna architecture, one D3QN1009

update with the actual experiences follows several extra1010

updates with the simulated transitions. Therefore, the1011

SNARM approach is promised to help achieve better1012

learning performance while reducing the cost of data1013

acquisition from actual experiences. For more details of1014

SNARM, please refer to [5].1015

For fair comparison, the structures of online and target1016

D3QNs for all baselines are the same as those of the pro-1017

posed DRL-QiER solution, while the hyper-parameter settings1018

of these baselines are in line with Table II. Besides, the1019

construction of radio map’s DNN and the corresponding1020

hyper-parameter settings of baseline SNARM are in accor-1021

dance to [5], while the complexity index function, the curricu-1022

lum evaluation function, the self-paced prioritized function,1023

the coverage penalty function and the corresponding DCRL1024

hyper-parameter settings are in line with [25]. Furthermore,1025

the additional hyper-parameters regarding PER in DRL-PER1026

baseline are set as αPER = 1, ξ = 0.01 and βPER = 0.4.1027

All the baselines are altered to involve multi-step learning1028

and start training after their replay buffers are fully exploited.1029

Moreover, all the baselines share the same randomly-generated1030

initial UAV locations with the proposed DRL-QiER solution,1031

for each training episode.1032

Fig. 9(a) delivers the performance comparison on moving1033

average returns of the proposed DRL-QiER solution and1034

considered baselines, versus training episodes. From this sub-1035

figure, it is easy to find that SNARM approach can offer1036

satisfactory learning performance, thanks to the simulated1037

trajectories enabled by the extra DNN (i.e., the radio map).1038

Especially, in the range of training episode from 400 to 1000,1039

Fig. 8. Training results of the proposed DRL-QiER solution.

despite that the radio map is getting well trained as the training 1040

process going. Besides, DRL-PER, DRL-QiER and DCRL 1041

approaches can achieve better moving average returns than 1042

DRL-ER method, in the early training stage (e.g., episodes 1043

500-750). The reason is that DRL-ER solution samples tran- 1044

sitions uniformly without considering their priorities, which 1045

leads transitions with higher importance to have less oppor- 1046

tunities for training the online D3QN. However, DRL-PER 1047

method experiences server fluctuations than DRL-QiER and 1048

DCRL (e.g., episodes 1250-2000), which is because DRL-PER 1049

does not take transitions’ replay time into account and thus 1050

some transitions are sampled with undesired high frequency 1051

while their absolute TD errors remain relatively large. The 1052

proposed DRL-QiER solution showcases more steady learn- 1053

ing ability, with less amplification of fluctuation and overall 1054

raising trend, thanks to the QiER technique which balances 1055

sampling priority and diversity in a better manner. Although 1056

SNARM and DCRL approaches can offer satisfactory learning 1057

performances, their respective shortcomings are: 1) SNARM 1058

framework needs to train an extra model-learning DNN, which 1059

thus introduces extra biases and heavy training burden, and 1060

2) it is difficult to set up feasible complexity index function, 1061

curriculum evaluation function, self-paced prioritized function, 1062

coverage penalty function and the corresponding DCRL hyper- 1063

parameters, which limits the robustness of DCRL solution. The 1064
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Fig. 9. Performance comparison on moving average returns and designed
trajectories.

proposed DRL-QiER method requires less hyper-parameters1065

tuning and contains no extra DNN, and therefore is easier1066

and more robust for implementation. To deliver more insights,1067

Fig. 9(b) depicts the comparison on designed trajectories of1068

the implemented algorithms, over three representative starting1069

locations chosen from episodes 1910-2000. It is straightfor-1070

ward to observe that the proposed DRL-QiER and the consid-1071

ered baselines direct the UAV to hit the common destination1072

with different trajectories.1073

Fig. 10(a) demonstrates comparison on average time cost1074

of designed trajectories and the corresponding EOD for1075

the considered algorithms, over four episode slots 1-1400,1076

1401-1600, 1601-1800 and 1801-2000. From this figure, one1077

can find that the proposed DRL-QiER solution can help1078

achieve both lower average EOD and average time cost, within1079

each episode slot. Especially, in the late training state (e.g.,1080

episode slot 1800-2000), the proposed DRL-QiER method1081

outperforms other baselines, in terms of both average EOD1082

and average time cost. Furthermore, Fig. 10(b) illustrates1083

comparison on average duration and average weighted sum1084

of EOD and time cost over the last 200 training episodes, for1085

all the DRL-aided approaches and non-learning-based strategy1086

termed as straight line. From this figure, it is easy to find that1087

while the straight line solution offers the cheapest average1088

Fig. 10. Performance comparison on average time costs and EODs.

Fig. 11. Comparison on designed trajectories of circular, BS-approaching
and DRL-QiER solutions.

time cost, it leads the UAV to suffer the highest average 1089

EOD, which is extremely non-preferable and thus unveils the 1090

benefits provided by DRL-aided approaches. On the contrary, 1091

the proposed DRL-QiER solution can not only help the UAV 1092

experience the lowest average EOD, compared to both other 1093

DRL-aided approaches and the straight line strategy, but also 1094

direct the UAV to reach the common destination with the 1095

cheapest average time cost, against other DRL-aided solutions. 1096
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TABLE III

COMPARISON ON AVERAGE DURATIONS OF CIRCULAR,
BS-APPROACHING AND DRL-QiER SOLUTIONS

To further highlight superiority of the proposed DRL-QiER1097

solution against conventional path planning approach, per-1098

formance comparisons between DRL-QiER and two other1099

non-learning baselines are demonstrated in Fig. 11 and1100

Table III, for three different initial locations. Specifically, the1101

BS-approaching baseline aims to direct UAV to travel across1102

the nearest BS alongside the flight because intuitively locations1103

nearby BS can provide stronger coverage quality. The other1104

non-learning baseline is based on the assumption of BS’s1105

circular coverage, within which arbitrary location is simply1106

treated as that can provide satisfactory coverage strength.1107

The circles in Fig. 11 are taken as examples to evaluate the1108

designed trajectories under the circular coverage assumption.1109

Note that unlike the aforementioned DRL-related approaches,1110

both of these two considered baselines are not dependent on1111

the actual TOP distribution, and thus naive and inferior trajec-1112

tories could be generated. To validate this, Table III delivers1113

comparison on average durations of circular, BS-approaching1114

and DRL-QiER solutions, over trajectories started from the1115

considered three initial locations. From this table, it is straight-1116

forward to observe that the proposed DRL-QiER solution1117

can direct UAV to achieve the minimum amount of average1118

weighted sum of time cost and EOD where the corresponding1119

average EOD is the cheapest, while the other two non-learning1120

baselines suffer from greater average EOD. The corresponding1121

reason can be interpreted as that the proposed DRL-QiER1122

solution (more generally, DRL-aided approaches) is trained via1123

interacting with the actual TOP distribution, which validates1124

the advantages provided by DRL-related solutions against non-1125

learning alternatives.1126

VII. CONCLUSION1127

In this work, an intelligent navigation task for1128

cellular-connected UAV networks was investigated,1129

aiming at minimizing the weighted sum of time cost and1130

expected outage duration alongside UAVs’ flying trajectories1131

towards the common destination with randomly-generated1132

initial UAV locations. To overcome the inefficiency of1133

offline optimization techniques in navigating the UAV,1134

a DRL-aided algorithm, i.e., DRL-QiER solution, was1135

proposed, in which the innovative QiER framework is coined1136

to help the D3QN agent hit a better learning efficiency.1137

Simulation results validated the effectiveness of the proposed1138

DRL-QiER solution, while performance comparison against1139

both several DRL-aided baselines and straight line strategy1140

showcased DRL-QiER method’s superiority. Moreover, the1141

proposed QiER framework can be potentially extended into1142

other existing DRL frameworks that are dependent on ER1143

technique, e.g., deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG), 1144

soft actor-critic (SAC) and Rainbow. 1145
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